Made4net

Company profile

Made4net is an international
company that develops
comprehensive and innovative
supply chain management solutions.

The mission of Made4net is to turn supply chain

Made4net was founded in 2002 by
IT supply chain veterans who had
the vision that modern logistics IT
systems should work as distributed
components integrating seamlessly
customers, vendors, and service
providers to create true collaboration
across the supply chain.

breed software components, Made4net has become

challenges into opportunities for operational excellence
by lowering operational costs, improving customer
service, and creating value and competitive advantage
for its customers. By providing integrated best-ofa one-stop-shop for IT system needs in the supply
chain execution of manufacturers, distributors, logistics
service providers, and retailers.

Made4net boasts a team of top professionals in the
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execution implementations and software development
with decades of accumulated experience in each of
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has quickly established valuable credentials with its
solutions and successful implementations.
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covers operations in the Far East. Together the three
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network of accredited local business partners extends
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Hundreds of customers use our solutions, including
Procter & Gamble, Mitsubishi, Tuborg Beer,
Lekkerland, K&M Style (L'Oreal), Dominante ,UPS,
FedEx, DHL, ZIM, Intel, Fritz (HP) and many others.
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SCExpert™ - Supply Chain Execution product Suite:

All these solutions operate under the same platform.

application and interface. This eliminates the cost of

Therefore, Made4net is uniquely positioned to address

expensive integration with other systems and provides

the future growth needs of its customers in other

the full functionality of high-end products in a standard

areas of supply chain management using the same
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NetLog™: Logistic-oriented platform
For supply chain visibility and integration. The

Netlog is focused on logistics service providers sharing
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real-time supply chain information with their customers
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suppliers and with their customers through a network
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Technology Platform
Made4net solutions are built on Microsoft .NET
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technology, with a Web user interface and a service-
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oriented architecture comprising built-in services

users and voice terminals. As set of advanced tools
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